INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (SPRING 2012)

Spring 2012 classes are highlighted in red. This list is subject to change.
* Language classes are typically not used in the major; however, there are some exceptions. Students MUST check with the Academic Advisor to make sure these count in the major.

AFRICAN AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES (AFAM)

2113 Africa & Diaspora
2913 Perspectives on the Digital Divide: Theory & Application
3123 West African & African-American Experiences
3643 African Folklore
4010 Special Topics
African Women/Child Welfare
African Masks
4113 African Civilizations
4123 African Politics
4133 African Art
4143 Africa’s Role in the Contemporary World
4153 African Youth Cultures
4213 African Dance
4223 African Dance II
4323 Afro-Caribbean Prose
4433 Women of the Diaspora

ANTHROPOLOGY (ANTH)

1203 Language Across Cultures
2203 Peoples of the World
3333 The Aztec World
3553 Peoples of the Pacific Islands
3803 Asian Prehistory
3883 Archaeology of South America
3893 Maya, Aztec and Inca: High Civilization of Ancient America
4073 Anthropology of Jews & Jewishness
4143 Economy and Culture: Production, Exchange, Consumption
4303 Women and Development in Africa
4623 Approaches to Cross-Cultural Human Problems
4633 Cultures of Latin America

ARABIC (ARAB)

1115 Beginning Arabic
1225 Beginning Arabic Continued
2013 Intermediate Conversational Arabic
2113 Intermediate Arabic
2223 Intermediate Arabic Continued
3013 Colloquial Egyptian Arabic
3113 Advanced Arabic
3223 Advanced Arabic Continued
4413 Arabic Structure
4433 Arabic Media and Politics
4443 Readings in Islamic Religious Texts: “Arabic Media and Politics”
4993 Readings in Contemporary Arab Culture

ARCHITECTURE (ARCH)
4183 Survey of Middle Eastern Architecture

ART HISTORY Courses (A HI)
3133 Survey of Aegean Art and Architecture
3213 Classical Art and Archaeology: Greek Art to the Death of Alexander
3223 Classical Art and Archaeology: Hellenistic Greek Art; roman Art
3263 Survey of Byzantine Art & Architecture
3303 Italian Renaissance
3403 Baroque Art & Architecture
3673 History of Visual Communication
3803 Pre-Columbian Art and Architecture of Meso- and South America
3853 Survey of Asian Art
4113 Cycladic Art
4123 Minoan Art and Architecture
4143 Mycenaean Art and Architecture
4163 Etruscan Art
4233 Medieval Art I: Early Christian to c. 1100
4243 Medieval Art II: Romanesque
4253 Medieval Art III: Gothic
4273 Byzantine Icons
4303 Early Renaissance Art in Italy
4333 High Renaissance and Mannerist Art in Italy
4343 Italian Decorative Complexes
4353 Northern Renaissance Art
4373 The Italian City: Renaissance and Baroque Architecture
4403 Southern Baroque Art
4463 Northern Baroque Art
4503 Art of the 18th Century: The Age of Enlightenment
4553 Nineteenth-Century Art
4613 Readings – 20th Century Art
4633 Modern Art: Cezanne to 1950
4653 Arts Since WW II
4843 20th Century Hispanic and Latin American Art
4873 Japanese Art
4883 Chinese Art
4913 Seminar*
Spanish Colonial Architecture
Italian Decorative Complexes
*Special Topics classes can count for the degree if topic is appropriate to the major

CHINESE (CHIN)
1115 Beginning Chinese
1225 Beginning Chinese Continued
2113 Intermediate Chinese
2223 Intermediate Chinese Continued
3113 Advanced Chinese I
3223 Advanced Chinese II
3323 Advanced Listening and Speaking
4113 Advanced Reading and Writing
4533 Newspaper Reading
4543 Introduction to Classical Chinese
4643 The Study of Chinese Characters

COMMUNICATIONS (COMM)
2003 Communication in Non-Western Culture
3513 Intercultural Communication
4513 International Communication
4613 Global Communication Network

ECONOMICS (ECON)
1113 Principles of Economics – Macro
1123 Principles of Economics – Micro
3613 International Trade Theory and Problems
3633 International Finance Theory and Problems
4413 International Trade, Laws, and Institutions
4713 Latin American Economic Development
4723 International Financial Institutions and Development Policies
4823 Introduction to Comparative Economic Systems
4753 Analysis of Contemporary Issues*
*Topics classes can count for the degree if topic is appropriate to major

POVERTY/DEVELOPMENT/GENRE in India
4823 Introduction to Comparative Economic Systems

ENGLISH (ENGL)
2003 Introduction to World Literature
2433 World Literature to 1700
2443 World Literature, 1700 to Present
2513 Introduction to Shakespeare
2543 English Literature form 1375 to 1700
2653 English Literature from 1700 to the Present
3033 British Women Writers
3043 20th Century British Women Novelists
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3343 Literature of Empire
3453 Afro-Caribbean Literature and Cultural Consciousness: From Alienation to Voice
3513 Medieval English Literature
3533 17th Century English Literature
3543 Eighteenth-Century English Literature
3573 Arthurian Legend and Literature
3613 Nineteenth-Century English Literature
3623 Twentieth-Century English Literature
4003 Movements in World Literature
4023 Literary Movements
4293 Carnival Literature
4423 Modern European Novel
4433 Modern British European Drama
4503 Backgrounds of the Renaissance
4513 Chaucer
4523 Shakespeare Comedies
4533 Shakespeare Tragedies
4543 Tudor and Stuart Drama
4573 Eighteenth-Century English Novel
4613 Nineteenth-Century English Novel
4623 English Romantic Poetry
4653 Twentieth-Century English Poetry
4950 Special Topics in World Literature Today*

*Topics classes can count for the degree if topic is appropriate to major

FILM AND VIDEO STUDIES (FVS)
3233 Filmmakers Up Close*
3243 Hispanic Cinema
3413 Asian Cinema
3810 Variable Topics in Film and Video Studies*
3833 Masterpieces of World Cinema
3843 Topics in National Cinemas *

Turkish Cinema
Iranian Cinema
Bollywood

*Topics classes can count for the degree if topic is appropriate to major

FRENCH (FR)
1115 Beginning French
1225 Beginning French Continued
2113 Intermediate French
2133 French Conversation and Culture
2223 Intermediate French Continued
2243 French Conversation and Literature
2263 French Culture through Songs  
3083 Advanced French Conversation and Phonetics  
3293 French in the Sciences  
3423 Advanced French Composition  
3623 Business French  
3723 French for the Professions  
3753 French Culture Through Film  
3853 Introduction to Literary Analysis  
4153 Survey of French Literature to 1800  
4163 Survey of French Literature Continued  
4313 French Civilization I  
4323 French Civilization II  

GEOGRAPHY  
2603 World Regional Geography  
3203 Globalization and the Environment  
3223 The British Empire and Its Successor States  
3243 Principles of Economic Geography  
3253 Environmental Conservation  
3273 Cultural Geography of the Colonial Caribbean  
3513 Political Geography  
3890 Selected Studies in Geography*  
*Topics classes can count for the degree if topic is appropriate to major  

GERMAN (GERM)  
1115 Beginning German  
1225 Beginning German Continued  
2113 Intermediate German  
2223 Intermediate German Continued  
2323 German Conversation and Composition  
3423 Advanced German Composition  
3523 Advanced Conversation  
3623 Business German  
3723 German for the European Market  
3853 Literature and Film  
4003 History of the German Language (Cross listed with 5003)  
4113 The Middle Ages (Cross listed with 5113)  
4253 Goethe’s Faust and the Problem of Evil  
4313 Literature and Culture Pre-1700
4323 Literature and Culture 1700-1890
4333 Topics in the Twentieth Century German Literature & Culture
4433 German Classicism and Romanticism (Cross listed with 5433)
4603 The Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Cross listed with 5603)
4633 Enlightenment and Sturm und Drang (Cross listed with 5633)
4643 The Nineteenth Century (Cross listed with 5643)
4663 Early Twentieth Century Literature (Cross listed with 5663)
4773 Post-1945 German Literature and Culture in Modern Europe (Cross listed with 5773)
4953 Literature, Art, and Culture in Turn-of-the-Century Austria

HEBREW (HEBR)
1115 Beginning Hebrew
1225 Beginning Hebrew Continued
2113 Intermediate Hebrew Beginning
2213 Topics in Hebrew Grammar
2223 Intermediate Hebrew Continued
3113 Advanced Hebrew
3223 Advanced Hebrew Continued

HISTORY (HIST)
1223 Europe from 1500-1815
1233 Europe Since 1815
1723 East Asia to 1600
1733 East Asia since 1600 - Present
1913 World Civilizations to 1600
1923 World Civilizations 1600 - Present
2003 Egypt: from Cheops to Mubarrak
2013 Ancient Near Eastern Civilizations
2023 Greek and Roman Civilization
2203 Religion/Architecture of the Near East, Egypt and Mediterranean
2333 The British Empire
2403 History/Culture of Japan
2613 Colonial Hispanic-American History, 1492-1810
2623 History of Hispanic-American Nations, 1810 to the Present
2683 Introduction to Islam
2713 Survey of African Civilization
2803 Survey of Russia
3003 History of Sparta
3013 Archaic Greece
3033 Alexander the Great
3043 Egypt and Mesopotamia
3053 Medieval Italy
3060 Topics in Medieval History *
    Roman Empire
Roman Republic
3063 Ancient Art of War
3073 Women in Early Modern Europe
3103 Slavery – World History
3113 The Crusades
3120 Topics in Modern European History
The Holocaust
Evil in Modern Europe
3123 War in European History
3133 Medieval Women
3143 The Reformation
3153 The Great War, 1914-18
3163 Europe from the French Revolution to Napoleon
3183 Eastern Orthodox Christianity & State-Building in Eastern Europe
3193 Europe in the Twentieth Century
3203 Transformation of Jews
3213 Intellectual History of Nineteenth-Century Europe
3223 Intellectual History of Twentieth-Century Europe
3233 Modern Spain
3243 European Women and Gender Rel.-18th Century to Present
3253 Hitler and Nazi Germany
3263 Germany 1800-1923: The Long Nineteenth Century
3283 History of Ireland, Part II.
3290 Topics in British History
Scotland, Part I
Scotland, Part II
3293 Antisemitism
3303 Mexico and the U.S.
3313 Israeli Culture through Film
3323 Tudor England
3333 Stuart England
3343 Eighteenth-Century England
3353 England Since 1832
3373 Legal and Constitutional History of England II
3413 Ancient Israel (Hebrew Civilization in Ancient Times)
3430 Topics in US History
3500 Special Topics in History*
Modern Jewish History
Charity/Judaism/Christ/Islam
History of Global Terrorism
3503 World War II
3513 Central America and the Caribbean
3563 US Diplomatic History
3573 History Special Topics Colloquium *
Consumption in Modern Europe
Mexico & the United States
Violence/Religion in East Modern Europe
Spanish Civil War
Stuart England
Alexander the Great
3603 Germany 1918-1990: The Short Twentieth Century
3613 Yugoslavia
3683 Jewish Mysticism
3690 Topics in Latin American History
Catholic Empires
Revolution in South America
Spanish Borderlands
Spain in America
Environmental History of Latin America
3693 Political/Socioeconomic History of South Africa
3703 Native Peoples of Latin America
3713 History of Mexico, 1800-Present
3723 Africa Since 1945
3743 Southern Africa Since 1800
3763 Eastern Europe Since 1938
3770 Topics in Russian & E. European History
3783 Africa Since 1800
3793 Imperial Russia
3803 The Era of the Russian Revolutions
3813 The Soviet Union: Development and Problems
3833 Nation Building in East Central Europe, 1790 to 1939
3840 Topics in Asian History- TBA
3853 Japan to 1850
3863 Japan Since 1850
3873 Early Imperial China
3883 Modern China to 1945
3893 Culture and Society in the Middle East
3903 Contemporary Japan
3913 The Samurai in Japanese History
3923 China Since 1911
3933 History of the Great Witch-Hunt in Early Modern Europe and America
3950 Topics in Middle Eastern History
Jews/Christians Under Islam
Middle Eastern Jews in Modern Times
Genesis through Jewish Eyes
3953 The Modern Middle East
3963 Rebirth of Israel
3973 Judaism History
3983 Medieval Jewish History
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3993 Evolution of Martyrdom in the Judeo-Christian Civilization
4003 Jews/Other Germans
4013 Modern Italy
4023 Inquisitions
4033 The Renaissance
4043 Modern France
4053 The Enlightenment
4063 France in the Americas
4203 Classical China
4213 China’s Art of War
4343 Vietnam War
4463 History of West Africa
4503 Brazil, 1500-2000
4513 Intellectuals & Artists in Modern Latin America (Crosslisted with IAS 4513)
4523 Latin American Left (Crosslisted with IAS 4523)
4533 Populism in the 20th Century South America (Crosslisted with IAS 4533)
4543 Latin American in the Age of the Cuban Revolution (Crosslisted with IAS 4543)
4553 Environmental History of Latin America
*Topics classes can count for the degree if topic is appropriate to major

HISTORY OF SCIENCE (HSCI)
2433 Science, Technology & Politics: International Politics
3013 History of Science to the Age of Newton
3023 The History of Science since the Seventeenth Century
3313 Science and Technology in Asian History
3453 Science and Civilization in Islam
3463 Cold War Science
3483 History of Technology, Politics, and International Development

INTERNATIONAL AND AREA STUDIES (IAS)
1203 Philosophy and Human Destiny, East and West (Crosslisted with PHIL 1203)
1223 Introduction to Asian Philosophy (Crosslisted with PHIL 1203)
1303 Introduction to Latin American Studies
2003 Understanding the Global Community
2103 Survey of Asian Civilizations & Cultures
2413 Islam
2603 Governments around the World (Crosslisted with Political Science 2603)
3003 Topics in International and Area Studies *
Arguing About War
Brazil in Transition
Colonialism in the Modern World
Contemporary Europe European countries are changing. Immigration and migration have changed the complexities of European societies. The expansion of the European Union has changed the way European governments handle public policy challenges. Over the last twenty years, the boundaries of democratic Europe have moved steadily east. The purpose of this class is to assess these changes, examining how they have
altered European cultures, economies, polities and societies. We will focus on a few specific themes, such as the multi-cultural challenges of European immigration, how migration among European countries fosters a common European identity, how economic integration has created a common marketplace of goods, services and ideas, and what has happened to the Transatlantic relationship between Europe and the US.

European Union
Executive vs Legislative/CIA & Congress
Global Economic Crisis

International Politics of South Asia
Intro to Food & Culture

Iran Since 1979 Revolution This course is designed as an examination of Iranian politics and society since the 1979 revolution. It will endeavor to provide an organized framework for understanding key themes in the making of Iran’s “Islamic Republic”. These factors will include an examination of the revolutionary upheaval of 1978-79, the ideological character of the Islamic revolution, the eight years of war with Iraq, economic and social changes, the rise and fall of the reform movement of Muhammad Khatami, the emergence of Iranian neoconservatives under Mahmud Ahmadinejad, recent cultural, intellectual, and artistic developments, the Green Movement and the disputed presidential election of 2009, and contemporary prospects for Iranian democracy. The course will be organized in broadly chronological terms in four parts (ideology and structure, foreign policy, social and cultural change, and the green movement); however, much of the reading and discussion material will overlap thematically. While there is no prerequisite for the course, students are advised that this course is not intended as an introduction to Iranian or Middle Eastern history or politics, and some previous Middle Eastern Studies coursework is recommended.

Iraq and Weapons of Mass Destruction
Latin American Narco-Regimes This course focuses on the ongoing armed conflicts between narcotraffickers, cartels, and rebels and the governments of Brazil, Mexico, and Colombia. Placing each case study in historical and cultural perspective, students will develop an understanding of the organization and activities of narco-regimes in the region, the conditions that gave rise to their florescence, and the nature of state response to the threats in security and sovereignty they pose.

Modern Brazil This course introduces students to contemporary Brazilian history and culture. Grounding our study with a broad overview of Brazil’s colonial history and emergence as a modern nation, we will explore the country’s incredible cultural and regional diversity, as well as discuss some of the challenges it currently faces. Course material will include exploration of indigenous realities, the rural landless movement, poverty and crime, gender, family, race, contemporary religion, and popular culture--samba, carnival, hip-hop and Brazilian funk music. In our exploration of Brazil, we will engage with a number of different types of sources and materials: primary historical documents, films, music, fiction, and ethnography.

Modern Iran

Nationalism and the Modern Middle East This course will survey the history of the Middle East from 1800 to the present with an emphasis on the emergence of the nationalism as a new form of political identity in the region. During these two centuries, forms of national identity (ethnic, linguistic, racial, sectarian, secessionist, and
confessional identities) have become one of the main sources of political contestation in the region. This form of politics has become so commonplace during this period that the history of the region during the past two centuries can rightly be described as “the age of nationalism”. The course will analyze the origins of this form of politics in the region as a result of transformations rooted in the nineteenth century, analyze its rise to dominance as a form of politics and ideology during the twentieth century, as well as survey countervailing trends that today challenge its continued dominance.  

National Security Policy  National Security Policy is a course designed to focus the student both on the policy process and its substance. To that end, we will look at how the national security policymaking process developed from the National Security Act of 1947 through the Goldwater-Nichols DOD Reorganization Act of 1986 to the present. This will entail a thorough examination of the US interagency process both in theory and how it works in practice. In terms of substance, we will consider the products beginning with NSC 68 and continuing up to the current National Security Strategy of the United States. We will also examine a series of case studies beginning with the 1989 invasion of Panama up to and including the current conflict in Iraq. As a counterpoint to the major cases we will consider the variety of "low intensity" national security conflicts that have involved the US since the end of World War II.

Oklahoma & the World  
The Ottoman Empire and Modern Turkey  
Peace Operations  
Religious Conflicts in Asia  
Small Wars Low Intensity Conflict  
South Asian Society  
Twentieth Century India  
Violence & Culture in the Developing World  

Women & Gender in South Asia From the beginning of British colonialism through the present, women and women’s rights have been used as proxies for the society’s status as modern and progressive. This course considers the way women and gender have been thought from the 19th century articulation of “The Women’s Question” and Women’s Reform to the present day rethinking of state based rights strategies and normative gender constructions in the Indian Subcontinent. The class will use scholarly articles, primary sources, fiction, and film to interrogate questions about women’s place in society, women and the state, gendering work, and women’s lives in South Asia.

3013 International Law  
3023 Genocide  
3033 International Human Rights  
3043 Global Security  
3053 Globalization  
3063 Politics of Developing Countries  
3073 Global Economic Relations  
3083 International Activism  
3093 Cultures in the Global Workplace  
3113 Women in East Asia  
3123 Environmental Challenges in Asia  
3133 Ethnic Identity & Conflict
3143 Chinese Politics
3153 Chinese Foreign Policy
3163 International Relations of East Asia
3173 Rural Life in Modern China
3183 Political Economy of Japan
3193 Environment & Disease as Emerging Problems in China
3213 European Union, NATO, and European Security
3313 Latin American International Relations
3323 The Political Economy of Development
3333 NAFTA
3343 Chinese Philosophy (Crosslisted with PHIL 3343)
3363 Comparative Philosophy (Crosslisted with PHIL 3363)
3423 Politics and Society in Iraq
3433 International Relations of the Middle East
3443 Political Islam
3453 The World of the Arabian Nights (cross-listed with MLLL 3453)
3463 Arabic Culture and Society Through Modern Fiction (cross-listed with MLLL 3463)
3473 Arab-Israeli Conflict
3483 Shi’a Islam: History, Memory and Protest, Middle East
3613 International Politics, Literature & Film (taught on site in Italy; part of the Arezzo program)
3643 Illicit Trafficking (taught on site in Italy; part of the Arezzo program)
3623 Comparative National Security
4013 Capstone in International and Area Studies
Sec. 001 “Politics, Literature and Film”, Dr. Robert Cox
Sec. 002 “Anti-Americanism”, Dr. Alan McPherson
Sec. 003 “State Failure”, Dr. Rebecca Cruise
4343 Early Chinese Philosophy (Crosslisted with PHIL 4343)
4513 Intellectuals & Artists in Modern Latin America (Crosslisted with HIST 4513)
4523 Latin American Left (Crosslisted with HIST 4523)
4533 Populism in the 20th Century South America (Crosslisted with HIST 4533)
4543 Latin American in the Age of the Cuban Revolution (Crosslisted with HIST 4543)

ITALIAN (ITAL)
1115 Beginning Italian
1225 Beginning Italian Continued
2113 Intermediate Italian
2223 Intermediate Italian Continued
3073 Italian Conversation (taught on site in Arezzo, Italy)
3423 Advanced Italian Composition
3553 Survey of Italian Literature and Culture I
3663 Survey of Italian Literature and Culture II
3853 Reading in Italian Literature
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4513 Topics in Medieval and Renaissance Italian Lit and Culture
4563 Topics in Modern Italian Literature and Culture
4993 Italian Geographies

JAPANESE (JAPN)
1115 Beginning Japanese
1225 Beginning Japanese Continued
2013 Intermediate Japanese Listening and Speaking
2113 Intermediate Japanese
2223 Intermediate Japanese Continued
3013 Advanced Japanese Listening/Speaking
3113 Advanced Japanese Comprehension
3123 Advanced Japanese Practice
3133 Advanced Japanese - Contemporary Colloquial Japanese
3223 Advanced Japanese Conversation and Composition I
4113 Advanced Japanese Reading and Writing
4223 Advanced Japanese Conversation and Composition II

JOURNALISM (JMC)
4970 War & Media

MODERN LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND LINGUISTICS (MLLL)
2003 Introduction to World Literature
3000 Literature in Translation (topics vary) *
Chinese Cinema
Spanish Cinema from Bunuel to Almodovar
3043 Mythology-Folklore
3063 Survey of Jewish Literature from Antiquity to the Present
3073 The Hebrew Bible as Literature
3113 Business Chinese
3123 Russian Culture and Civilization
3133 Soviet Cinema
3143 Dostoevsky & His Age
3153 Russian Lit/Film
3163 Chekhov
3173 Nabokov
3183 Tolstoy: Writer, Thinker, and Social Critic
3213 Japanese Theater and Performance
3223 Japan through Film and Literature
3233 Japanese Literature Since 1945
3303 The World of Dante
3313 Italian Literature and Culture
3373 Italian Cinema
3413 Arabic Literature and Culture
3423 Western Visions of the East/12th-21st Century
3433 Arab Culture and Society through Modern Fiction
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3453 The World of the Arabian Nights
3463 Arabic Culture & Society Through Modern Fiction (cross-listed with IAS 3463)
3523 Survey of Russian Literature to 1917 in Translation
3533 Survey of Russian Literature from 1917 in Translation
3543 The Petersburg Myth & Text/the City in Russian Culture
3573 Arthurian Legend and Literature
3623 Pre-Modern Japanese Literature and Culture
3633 Modern Japanese Literature and Culture
3753 Modern Chinese Literature and Culture
3823 German Culture
3843 Twentieth-Century European Culture and Identity
3853 The Rise of Romanticism
3943 German Cinema
4003 Movements in World Literature
European Modernism & Beyond
4113 Luso-Brazilian Civilization
4123 Culture of Afro-Brazilian Pop Music
4173 Introduction to Francophone Literatures in Translation
4183 Contemporary Japanese Drama
4663 Gender and Cross-Cultural Issues in Eastern European Women’s Writing
4950 Special Topics in World Literature Today*
4993 Epics of India: Ramayana and Mahabarata
*Topics classes can count for the degree if topic is appropriate to major

MUSIC FOR NON-MAJORS (MUNM)
3113 World Music
3313 African Repercussions
3413 Music of the Pacific Rim
3513 Music of South Asia
3613 Middle Eastern Music

PHILOSOPHY (PHIL)
1203 Philosophy and Human Destiny, East and West (Crosslisted with IAS 1203)
1223 Introduction to Asian Philosophy (Crosslisted with IAS 1203)
3303 East Asian Philosophy
3313 History of Ancient Philosophy
3333 History of Modern Philosophy
3343 Chinese Philosophy (Crosslisted with IAS 3343)
3363 Comparative Philosophy (Crosslisted with IAS 3363)
3423 Ancient and Medieval Religious Philosophy
3713 History of Social and Political Philosophy
4343 Early Chinese Philosophy (Crosslisted with IAS 4343)

POLITICAL SCIENCE (P SC)
2503 Relations Among Nations
2603 Governments around the World
3053 Global Religion
3090 Special Topics*
Tools of Statecraft
3220 Topics in Public Policy*
African Policy Development
3503 Russian Foreign Policy
3513 Causes of War
3523 The History of Terrorism
3533 Contemporary Terrorism
3543 United States-Latin American Relations
3550 Topics in International Relations
3553 International Political Economy
3563 U.S. Diplomatic History
3600 Ethnicity, Energy, and Elections in Eurasia
3603 Government of England
3613 Politics in Western Europe
3623 Politics of Transitional Areas
3633 Politics in East Asia
3643 Democracies & Democratization: A Comparative Inquiry
3653 Government and Politics of Latin America
3663 Politics of the Middle East
3683 The Politics of Russia
3713 The Idea of a Liberal Society
4113 American Foreign Policy from World War II to Present
4523 International Organizations and Regimes
4603 Comparative Public Policy
4613 Conflict, Violence, Warfare
4623 Globalization and Industrial Democracy
4643 Politics of the European Union
4730 Topics in Political Theory*
Princes, Tyrants, and Statesmen
*Topics classes can count for the degree if topic is appropriate to major

RELIGIOUS STUDIES (RELS)
2013 Intro to Religious Traditions
2303 Islamic Religious Tradition
2403 Introduction to Comparative Religion
2503 Introduction to Islam – Interpreting Muslim Voices
2703 Intro to Buddhism
2713 Introduction to Hinduism
3013 Special Topics in Religious Texts*
Comparing Sacred Texts
3023 Special Topics in Religious Tradition*
3213 Religion & Violence
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3533 The Qur’an
3543 Islamic Law
3563 Islamic Theology
3663 Greek & Roman Religion
3903 Topics in the Judaic Religious Tradition
3923 Topics in Islamic Religious Tradition
3933 Topics in Eastern Religious Tradition
4203 Religion, Nationalism, and Ethnic Conflict

*Topics classes can count for the degree if topic is appropriate to major

RUSSIAN (RUSS)
1115 Beginning Russian
1225 Beginning Russian Continued
2003 Masterpieces of Russian Literature in Translation
2113 Intermediate Russian
2223 Intermediate Russian Continued
3023 Beginning Business Russian
3073 Russian Conversation
3313 Russian Phonetics
3323 Advanced Russian: Reading and Composition
3423 Advanced Russian Reading and Composition (Continued)
3523 Interpreting the Russian Media
4123 Contemporary Russian Prose
4133 Contemporary Russian Poetry
4173 Topics in Nineteenth-century Russian Literature and Culture
4183 20th Century Russian Literature (Topics in Twentieth- and Post-twentieth Century Russian Literature and Culture)
4613 Advanced Russian Conversation

SOCIOLOGY (SOC)
1003 Introduction to Women’s Studies
3753 Sociology of Africa
3803 Inequality in a Global Perspective
3900 Special Topics in Sociology*
Sociology of Japan
*Topics classes can count for the degree if topic is appropriate to major

SPANISH (SPAN)
1115 Beginning Spanish
1225 Beginning Spanish Continued
2113 Intermediate Spanish
2223 Intermediate Spanish Continued
2603 Spanish for Social Work
3073 Spanish Conversation
3423 Advanced Spanish Composition
3623 Business Spanish I
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3723 Business Spanish II
3733 Medical Spanish
3743 Legal Spanish
3853 Readings in Spanish Literature
4093 Survey of Spanish-American Literature I
4103 Survey of Spanish-American Literature II
4153 Survey of Spanish Literature to 1700
4163 Survey of Spanish Literature (Continued)
4313 Spanish Civilization
4323 Latin American Civilization and Culture

WOMEN’S STUDIES (W S)
1003 Intro to Women’s Studies
3073 Women in Early Modern Europe
3133 Medieval Women
3220 Topics in Women’s Studies*
3243 European Women and Gender Relations – 18th Century to Present
3463 Women & Religion in the Abrahamic Traditions
3563 Women and World Politics
3813 Variable Topics in Women’s & Gender Studies *
Gender, War, and Peace
Women & Islam
3933 History of the Great Witch-Hunt in Early Modern Europe and America
*Topics classes can count for the degree if topic is appropriate to major